A comprehensive clinico-pathological and genetic evaluation of bottom-of-sulcus focal cortical dysplasia in patients with difficult-to-localize focal epilepsy.
We comprehensively studied the clinical presentation, stereo-EEG and MRI findings, histopathological diagnosis, and brain somatic mutations in a retrospective series of drug-resistant patients with difficult-to-localize epilepsy due to focal cortical dysplasia at the bottom of a sulcus (BOS-FCD). We identified 10 patients with BOS-FCD from the Cleveland Clinic epilepsy surgery database submitted for intracranial video-EEG monitoring. Brain MRI, including voxel-based morphometric analysis and surgical tissue submitted for histopathology, was reviewed. Paraffin tissue samples from five patients were made available for targeted next-generation sequencing. Postsurgical follow-up was available in nine patients. BOS-FCD was identified in the superior frontal sulcus in six patients, inferior frontal sulcus in one patient, central sulcus in one patient, and intraparietal sulcus in two patients. All patients had stereotyped seizures. Intracranial EEG recordings identified ictal onset at the BOS-FCD in all 10 patients, whereas ictal scalp EEG had a localizing value in only six patients. Complete resection was achieved by lesionectomy or focal corticectomy in nine patients. Histopathologically, six patients had FCD type IIb and three had FCD type IIa. Next-generation sequencing analysis of DNA extracted from lesion-enriched (micro-dissected) tissue from five patients with FCD type II led to the identification of a germline frameshift insertion in DEPDC5, introducing a premature stop in one patient. Eight out of nine patients with available follow-up were completely seizure-free (Engel Class IA) after a mean follow-up period of six years. Our results confirm previous studies classifying difficult-to-localize BOS-FCD into the emerging spectrum of FCD ILAE type II mTORopathies. Further studies with large patient numbers and ultra-deep genetic testing may help to bridge the current knowledge gap in genetic aetiologies of FCD.